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the present mapping analysis and operator associations in Ref[2J is restricted to some

multipolc operators.
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Bosonic and fermionic descriptions for the nuclear many body system are complementary.
The archetypical bosonic algebra is the original interacting bozon model [1]. Without
distinguishing between proton and neutron bozons, it gave rise to successful phenomenology
for medium and heavy nuclei, and is built from the concept of dynamical symmetry whose
genesis is a group chain. The fermionic algebra on the other hand, such as the fermion
dynamical symmetry model (FDSM) [2], is necessarily more complex because it originates
from the shell structure and uses protons and neutrons as building blocks.

We have presented two complementary pictures of bosons and fermions to describe the
normal and the exotic states. We find that the bosonic concepts of symmetry and mixed-
symmetry can subtly be interpreted within the fermion picture as well. However, there is one
important dichotomy. In the fermion description, the n-p quadrupole interaction is responsible
for splitting these two type of states and produces strong Ml transitions. This phenomenon is
in close analogy to the L-S splitting of orbital and spin spaces. The examples given in the
paper show that many 2+ normal and exotic states are in fact "partners" for n-p quadrupole
coupling and there fore must split in its presence. We would like to emphasize that the proper
placement of the positions of the exotic states and the prediction of their respective transitions
must be another stringent constraint on the effective interactions of the Hamiltonian.
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